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Introduction 

The process of solving word problems has been accepted as a prominent issue 
for many mathematics teachers as they prepare to teach this very important 
problem-solving skill. In this article, this writer demonstrates an approach that 
teachers could use to help them to develop their own methods which are more 
concrete than simply asking their students to read the problem and to find the 
solution. In recent years, more emphasis has been placed on bridging areas of 
subject matter such as English and mathematics; therefore, solving word problems 
can be an ideal way of accomplishing this task. This plan for the solution of word 
problems includes both reading techniques and English skills within the scope of 
mathematics. The importance of this procedure is not that this is the only efficient 
method which can be used to solve word problems, but rather, that through 
research, through trial and error, and through creativity, various strategies for 
instruction can be developed to enhance the field of mathematical education. The 
content of this article is written for Algebra I classes; however, with minor 
variations, a similar procedure could be used with any level of mathematics 
students. 

The Process 

When solving word problems, several steps should be followed to obtain the 
desired outcome. These steps can be paralleled with the parts of the friendly letter. 
With the students having more concrete steps to execute, the solutions of the word 
problems should become more apparent. 

The first step, which is to read the problem, can be compared to the writer's 
organization of thoughts when preparing to write a letter. While the need for 
physically writing the information is not essential, the student must read the 
problem carefully. This reading, of course, entails more than merely scanning the 
words. The student must ask several important questions about the problem in 
order to determine what information is needed. 
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1/2 + 1/6 = 
2/3 + 1/6 = 

1/3 + 1/4 = 
3/4 + 1/6 = 

1/4 + 1/6 = 
5/6 + 1/12 = 

Addition problems with mixed numbers can also be solved with the fraction 
strips. Consider the following problem: 

I have two rugs which I would like to lay end to end in the hallway. 
One rug is 1 2/3 feet long; the other is 2 1/2 feet long. How long are 
the two rugs together? 

This problem could be represented as follows: 

~]~ 
[ JI I~ 
To solve the problem, we need to cover the fractional parts with strips of the same 
color and size. 

I Im 
I II I~ 

We have 3 7 /6 feet. Students can move 2 of the 3 sixths to complete the top unit to 
find that this is 4 1/6 feet. 

As students become better acquainted with the equivalent strips, they might 
be encouraged to replace strips with equivalent ones, rather than to cover strips. 
This may facilitate the problem above and will be needed to perform subtraction 
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Students can make these materials themselves. Interesting discussions may arise 
when students try to determine how to fold the paper into different numbers of 
equal parts. They discover, for example, that folding the paper into fourths will not 
lead them to sixths. 

After students have made these fractions strips, have students place a blue 
strip on the white to cover 1/2. Have students find different ways to cover the blue 
part with other colors without having gaps or overlaps. Students will discover that 
2 gold strips, 3 green strips, and 6 yellow strips cover the blue strip. They will also 
discover many different combinations such as 1 pink, 1 green and 1 gold, 1 green, 1 
yellow. This will review equivalent fractions (probably better introduced with 
paper folding) and motivate using these strips to represent addition combinations. 

Problems like the following might be used to introduce addition. 
A recipe calls for 1/2 cup milk 
and 1/3 cup water. How much 
liquid does the recipe require? 

This situation can be represented by a blue 
strip and a pink strip. The problem is to 
cover this with strips of the same size 
(strips of the same color). A bit of 
experimentation will show that both the 
blue and pink strips can be covered with 
green strips. 

If we record what has been done with 
the materials, it might look like this: ---1 

The 1/2 has been covered by 3/6, and the 
1/3 has been covered by 2/6. By solving 
many problems like this, students can see 
that covering the problem strips with ones 
of the same color produces fractions with 
the same denominator. This helps students 
see the need for common denominators. 

Wffik\\\j I 
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2 
I> 
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Other problems which illustrate this point well are: 
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1. Do I understand the meaning of each word and/or the meaning of each 
phrase? 

2. Do I know which words and/or which phrases are not necessary in 
finding the solution? 

3. Am I aware of the phrases which tell me whether to add, to subtract, to 
multiply, or to divide? 

4. Can I find either the word or the phrase that will indicate the placement 
of the equals sign? 

5. Can I think of a shortened word statement which would be in the form of 
an equation? 

These questions should encourage the student to think about the most important 
details given in the problem. With all of these questions answered, the student will 
have a better perspective as to the procedure for finding the solution. 

Now the student should be able to write the heading, or the first part of the 
solution. Just as the heading is the first written part of the friendly letter, the 
heading also is the first written part of a word problem. To decide what quantity or 
what quantities need to be found, the student must represent one unknown quantity 
in terms of the first unknown. After this representation is completed, the student 
can continue to the next step. 

The second part of a friendly letter is the salutation, or the part that tells 
the reader to whom the letter is being written. With a word problem, the next 
written part is the equation, or the directions used to find the solution. When 
writing the equation, the student will need to find two quantities that are 
equivalent. A knowledge of finding both the subject and the predicate of the 
sentence is essential in writing the equation of the word problem. In most instances, 
the key word in finding the equivalent parts of the word problem is an intransitive 
verb, which will signify the equals sign. Then by using the information for the 
heading and by using both the subject and the predicate, the student can find the 
equation by visualizing, SUBJECT EQUALS PREDICATE. 

The body of a letter is the writer's words which give information that the 
reader should know. The body of the solution of a word problem is the series of 
steps necessary to solve the equation. The student would need to use knowledge of 
algebra to complete the solution. 
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The complimentary close of a friendly letter can be compared with the 
writing of the solution to the word problem. When completing a friendly letter, a 
person will use the complimentary closing to indicate that the letter is finished. 
When completing the solution of a word problem, the student needs to find the 
values of the unknown quantities which were stated in the heading. 

The final part of a friendly letter is the signature, which indicates that the 
writer has completed what s/he wanted to say. The final part in the solution of a 
word problem is the checking of the results to determine if the correct values for the 
unknown quantities have been found. Just as a friendly letter can be signed 
informally with either the writer's first name or nickname, a problem can be 
checked informally without explicitly writing the details as to why the solution is 
correct; however, since a friendly letter can be signed formally by using the writer's 
legal signature, the problem also can be checked formally by denoting the 
information which determines the solution to be correct. In most cases, the 
informal check is sufficient in ascertaining the validity of the solution. 

After relating the parts of a friendly letter to the steps in the solution, the 
student now has the tools to use in making more astute decisions as to the precise 
meaning of the word problem. The steps can be followed directly so that the 
student will have a chain of facts to help in proceeding with a plan of attack. With 
practice, the student should gain much confidence and should be able to solve more 
involved problems. 

Conclusion 

The comparison of the parts of a friendly letter and of the solution to a word 
problem is listed below in the order that each would be accomplished. 

FRIENDLY LETTER WORD PROBLEM 
Compile thoughts +--------t Read problem 
Heading f--------t Heading 
Salutation f--------t Equation 
Body f--------t Body 
Complimentary close f--------t Solution 
Signature +--------+ Check 
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Other examples can be created by beginning with folding the paper in thirds. 

Addition of fractions can also 
be illustrated through paper folding. 
Begin with a sheet of paper folded 
in fourths as shown. Have students 
use this to solve the following problem: 

Two cakes were baked for a party. After the party, one-half of the 
chocolate cake was left, and one-fourth of the lemon cake was left. 
What part of a whole cake was left in all? 

By shading 1/2 and 1/4 of the paper, students 
can see that 3/4 of a cake was left. 

Multiplication problems can also 
be shown. In order to do so, students 
must realize that 1/3 x 1/2, for example, 
means 1/3 of 1/2. To show this we first 
need to show 1/2. 

Now we can find 1/3 of 
the 1/2 by folding the paper in thirds 
lengthwise. Students can see that 1/3 
of 1/2 is 1/6. 

Colored Paper Fraction Strips 

Wd?l 
WL2 
WM] 

Another model of fractions can be made by folding and then tearing or 
cutting paper of different colors to represent different fractional parts. Strips are of 
the same width, they vary in length according to the fraction represented. The 
following color scheme might be used: 

White: 1 
Blue: 1/2 
Pink: 1/3 
Gold: 1/4 
Green: 1/6 
Yellow: 1/12 
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USING MODELS 
TO DEVELOP FRACTION CONCEPTS 

Linda Proudfit 
Governors State University 
University Park, IL 60466 

Students frequently have difficulty performing computation involving 
fractions. These difficulties are due, in part, to students' lack of understanding 
fraction notation and computational algorithms. Using concrete materials can help 
children develop the understanding necessary for working efficiently with fractions. 

Fortunately, concrete models of fractions need not be expensive. They can 
be made by teachers and by students. When students make the materials, they can 
learn much about fractions while making the models, as well as while using them 
later. 

Two such models will be discussed here. One model involves paper folding to 
illustrate fraction concepts. The other model uses colored paper of different sizes to 
represent fractional parts. 

Paper Folding 

Begin by having students fold a sheet of 
paper in half and shade one of the halves. 
Discuss the fact that 1 of 2 equal parts or 
1/2 of the paper is shaded. 

Have students fold the paper in half lengthwise 
to create four equal parts. Now, how many parts 
are shaded? [2] So 2 of 4 equal parts or 2/4 
of the paper is shaded. This illustrates that 
1/2 and 2/4 are two different names for the same 
portion of the sheet of paper. This motivates 
the concept of equivalent fractions. 

~ 

~ 
An additional example of equivalent fractions can be generated by folding 

the paper again to create 8 equal parts. Now 4 of 8 equal parts will be shaded. 
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The following is an example of a solution using this method for solving word 
problems. 

EXAMPLE: The capacities of two trucks are 3 tons and 4 tons, respectively. If the 
larger truck makes 3 more trips than the smaller, its total haul is 20 
more tons than that of the smaller truck. How many trips does each 
truck make? 

NOTE: (Tons hauled by larger truck EQUALS tons hauled by smaller truck + 
20 tons.) 

HEADING: 

EQUATION: 
BODY: 
SOLUTION: 

CHECK (informal): 

x = trips by smaller truck 
x + 3 = trips by larger truck 

4(x + 3) = 3x + 20 
4x + 12 = 3x + 20 

x=S 
x+3=11 

Will the tons hauled by the larger truck EQUAL the tons 
hauled by the smaller truck plus 20 tons? 

Margaret Jo Gray has matched a six-step problem-solving algorithm to six 
steps in letter writing. You may want to give her plan a try or you may have a 
different approach which works for you. Our readers would like to see your words on 
how you have solved the problem of how to solve word problems. 

CIRCULAR REASONING 

Insert 0,1,2, ... ,9 in the ten small circles to that each large circle has the same 
total. At least six different totals are possible (See p. 28 for answers.) 
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